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**FEATURED ON COMEDY CENTRAL'S "TALES FROM THE TRIP" YOUTUBE SERIES**The
Wild Kindness: A Psilocybin Odyssey is the lyrical, unforgettable memoir of Bett Williams's
relationship with psilocybin mushrooms, otherwise known as magic mushrooms. In pursuit of
self-healing, she begins experimenting with mushrooms in solitary ceremonies by the fire.
Word soon gets out about her New Mexican desert mushroom farm, though, and people arrive
in droves. Not long after, the police read her her Miranda Rights, her relationships fall out of
whack, and her dog Rosie just might be CIA.On a quest to find help through the psychedelic
community, Bett is led to Cleveland to meet Kai Wingo, an African American leader within a
high-dose psilocybin community, and to Huautla de Jiménez, home of well-known, well-
respected curandera María Sabina. Back home, Bett begins a solid ritual practice with the help
of her partner and friends, bearing in mind the medicine's indigenous roots and power to
transform one's life.Amidst the mainstream flood of New Age practices and products, The Wild
Kindness: A Psilocybin Odyssey is a dreamlike reminder that psilocybin mushrooms are a
medicine of the people, not to be neatly packaged, marketed, or appropriated.Bett Williams
brings to the table one of the best overviews of contemporary psychedelic culture in a long
time. —THE EROWID REVIEWIn general, this is a balm. It is the polar opposite of that Michael
Pollan book. —GOSSAMERLike any good memoirist, Williams performs surgery on herself
and holds up each organ for inspection...This is a book that requires you to “go with the flow,”
but the flow is awfully inviting. —MOLLY YOUNG, Vulture

A hot lesbian living in the American Southwest decides to grow her own psychoactive
mushrooms. “You'll never guess what happens next!”...In general, this is a balm. It is the polar
opposite of that Michael Pollan book. —GOSSAMERAn exuberant endorsement of the use of
psychedelics as an instrument of self-discovery. —KIRKUSBett Williams brings to the table one
of the best overviews of contemporary psychedelic culture in a long time. —THE EROWID
REVIEWYou don't need to be interested in doing psychedelic drugs to find yourself in deep
with Williams' chronicle of finding meaning and healing through mycelium. You might start by
merely appreciating the book's colorfully shroomy cover and compact, ride-along size before
you dip a toe into the pleasant warmth of the free-flowing narrative. —SANTA FE
REPORTERLike any good memoirist, Williams performs surgery on herself and holds up each
organ for inspection...This is a book that requires you to “go with the flow,” but the flow is
awfully inviting. —MOLLY YOUNG, VultureLike a trip, the book builds and plateaus but never
settles down...Williams can be brainy, funny, wounded, macho, nurturing, self-absorbed,
reverent, and absurd...For the sake of all those newbies seeking psychedelic transformation
out there, I almost hope she becomes a guru. But she’d hate it, and that’s why she’s awesome.
—ERIK DAVIS, The Burning ShoreBett Williams is a renegade...this book is a useful tool. —
THE ROGUE LITERARY SOCIETYThe Wild Kindness is absolutely electric. It's not only the
subject matter, which is mystical and fascinating. Bett William's voice is untamed and inspired,
full of gonzo humor, ambitious daring and high-vibrating heart. The personal, the political, the
spiritual and the unknown come together into a mesmerizing read that is full-on literary
fireworks. —MICHELLE TEA, author of Valencia, Black Wave, Astro Baby, and more On the
surface, a book about mycology. Immediately beneath this, a safe trip facilitated by a guide who
places herself between heaven and earth, between the fight for love and the fight itself; wholly



engaged by both magic and the material plane. —KRISTIN HERSH, singer-songwriter Bett’s
writing has brains, charisma, beauty and wit. —DENNIS COOPER, author of the George Miles
cycle --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBETT WILLIAMS is the author
of the novel Girl Walking Backwards and the memoir The Wrestling Party. She and her partner,
Beth Hill, produce No Cures, Only Alchemy, a podcast about psychedelics and culture, for
which they received a Kindle Foundation Maker’s Muse Award in 2018. Bett lives in New
Mexico, where she supports writers, artists, and others through hosting private retreats,
residencies, and events in keeping with the spirit of mycelium.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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35AcknowledgmentsPREFACEPSYCHEDELICS HAVE HIT the mainstream. Strangers seek
me out regularly, asking if I know of a therapist who can guide them on a psilocybin mushroom
journey. Self-proclaimed experts preach evangelically about the miraculous benefits gleaned by
those who’ve done it in this way: in a clinical setting, with a trained professional.“I do know of a
therapist,” I respond. “They’re called a mushroom. Eat them and ask them for help.”It’s much
too simple a prescription for most. For me, it has been an act of decolonization to arrive to the
mushrooms on their own terms, without the burden of expectations or the concepts put upon
them by others. It is not in the nature of the Western psyche to give such power directly to a
plant, let alone an unruly fungus. We want babysitters, esoteric prophets, shamans, and
scientists to act as gatekeepers in the realm of the incomprehensible. Fair enough. After all,
what is the psychedelic but a private drama that, for all its profundity, only holds meaning and
significance to others when framed in a specific cultural context? Up until recently, the
celebrated psychedelic culture makers were predominantly white men. I have my own opinions
as to how this has affected our collective imagination, but I suggest you look into it
yourself.Three to five grams of dried psilocybin mushrooms should be sufficient to achieve
clear-sightedness. Keep your wits and don’t do anything stupid. When you land solidly back to
earth, you will have had the only psychedelic experience that really matters—the one that is
your own.1“Before Wasson, nobody used the children only to find God. They were always
taken to cure the sick.”—MARÍA SABINAI WAS BORN in Santa Barbara, where bougainvillea
grows like weeds, its delicate paper flowers in red and pink spill over walls and tangle in
hedges along with night-blooming jasmine and toxic oleander bushes. Trees planted by settlers
from the far corners of the earth bear strange flowers that smell of urine, burning campfires,
and honey, all of which mingle with the holy scent of ocean mist.Now my house where I live in
New Mexico, is surrounded by juniper trees on all sides. They are always in my sightline. For
decades I hadn’t given them much thought, being that the pinion trees outside are much more
famous. They’re older and occasionally produce pine nuts, and the wood is better for burning.
In the late nineties, a bark beetle scourge took out a massive percentage of the pinions in
northern New Mexico—thirteen trees on my land. The bark beetle carries a blue stain fungus in



its mouth that lodges itself under the bark of a pinion tree and weakens the resin, its natural
defense. The junipers were immune to this attack. There are a lot of things suffering in this
world, myself included, but if there’s one thing that’s not suffering at all, it’s the juniper trees.
They go on for miles.Now that I think of it, juniper has been around since the very beginning.
Juniper kind of tried to kill my mother. Her allergies left her bedridden throughout my childhood
and adolescence.“It’s the juniper,” she would say, in a state of total collapse. “It’s killing me.”It
was the juniper—not depression, not my father, not the cigarettes. Still, she insisted on planting
even more juniper bushes in our yard, unearthing the perfectly fine ground cover that came
before. Juniper was sturdy and drought-tolerant and didn’t require tending. She planted it
everywhere, vast swaths arranged in graded tiers that formed a maze of underground tunnels
beneath the scratchy, slightly psychoactive branches. Juniper was a bleak underworld labyrinth
I crawled through on my hands and knees with my dog, as if on a personal dare. The juniper
tunnels were where Charlie, my demure sheltie, chose to relieve himself. I navigated around
the dried shit piles to where the juniper fields ended at the skylight window of the guesthouse.
One of my brother’s friends was renting the space and sometimes I would get lucky and catch
him jerking off.Juniper provided my mother with what she needed most—a thing she could
blame her Victorian illnesses on. Her commitment to juniper could’ve been a secret rebellion, a
return to her Lubbock roots, where nothing grows from the desolate, sandy ground except the
strongest, most determined of plants. Juniper was just like her—fucking alive and fucking
irritating.It occurred to me that the junipers might be what herbal medicine people would call
my ally plant. Psilocybin mushrooms have been my gateway drug to LSD and San Pedro
cactus; they’ve also been my gateway drug to yarrow, rose, mullein, and the juniper trees. The
mushrooms roll their eyes at the fact that it took a substance as unsubtle and hardcore as a
mushroom to wake me up to the rest of the natural world.I ATE MUSHROOMS for the first time
at age fifteen, in 1983, with a pale and haunted girl who wandered into my life for only this
purpose before disappearing. We walked under the full moon through crumbling Greek
architecture in Montecito, California, and kissed for a short while like Victorian ladies. It was
everything one would want from a first-time experience. After having visions of insects and dirt,
I went to sleep blissfully, tears streaming down my face in gratitude.The next day I had plans to
visit a juvenile detention center as part of a teen outreach program facilitated by a twenty-eight-
year-old woman with whom I was having an intense and very secret sexual relationship. The
volunteers gathered in the parking lot. While we were standing around, I told the facilitator what
I had done the night before, that I had eaten mushrooms with a girl and it had been beautiful.
She fired me on the spot. I waited in the car, sobbing hysterically, while the rest of the group
was inside for nearly two hours. It was stupid of me to tell her. I loved the teen outreach
program and I also loved the facilitator. She broke my little mushroom heart.It’s possible I
associated that traumatic experience directly with the mushrooms without meaning to, because
I avoided them after that. In the late 1990s, I moved up the road from a tiny coal town in rural
New Mexico and began to frequent a shop that sold candles, antiques, blown glass, and
handmade ironwork. The owner, Denise, had red hair and wore leather pants and seemed to
really like me. We talked a lot on my frequent visits to the store. Once we got in full gossip
mode, we couldn’t shut up. When parting, it was always with the promise that we would
eventually get together for a real hangout.One day she casually mentioned, “Sometimes I take
a little bit of mushroom before work. I’ve been doing it every few days for a while. It makes the
tourists a lot easier to handle.”In one beat, her homey, witchy little shop became a drug den.
The candles suddenly looked dirty, the stained glass mediocre and sad, the woven shawls and
figurines made of car metal scraps now detritus of a wayward hippie life. I made up a lie about



forgetting an appointment and left. I never returned. Her comment completely freaked me
out.Over twenty years later, I found myself in a dangerous downward swirl. Having published a
novel in my late twenties that received strong reviews, I was creatively blocked. I wasn’t writing,
and I was completely absent from the wheel of my own destiny. Even worse, I was cool with
that. The psilocybin mushrooms must have known.It was through the body of a dying
cottonwood tree that mushrooms landed in my life for good. Its branches dangled over the
house where I lived with my girlfriend and her five-year-old child before our horrific breakup. My
friend Sophia came over to cut the branches down before they crashed onto the roof in a
storm.Sophia and I have been friends for over twenty-five years. She was known as the cute
punk girl who had made a home under a tree for a time. We once lay in bed together in the
twenty-something misunderstanding that we should probably have sex because we liked each
other so much. We decided not to. We saw each other rarely, but when we did there was
always an exchange that marked the beginning of another chapter.Day laborers had been
knocking on my door for months, asking if I needed help cutting the tree down, but when they
entered the yard and looked up at the massive thing, they said it was too big, too difficult.
Sophia didn’t even use a ladder. She hoisted herself up its trunk with ropes and cut the
branches down with a small chainsaw. She was something to behold up there, with her
piercings and strong, square body.We both felt the whoosh of the larger limbs falling, saw the
air arrange itself back into the empty space the branches left behind. Cottonwood branch gone
—boom, just like that.“Whoa,” we said in unison. There was no other word for such an event.
Not everyone gets it, but air gets confused when it loses a familiar.“I know this is a really
random question, but do you have any magic mushrooms?” I asked. I didn’t consciously grasp
yet how miserable I was, but the nature of the body is to move toward healing, and my request
came from a primal, yet-to-be-visited place within me, the way one might ask, Do you know of
a genius Jungian psychotherapist with a slightly sadistic streak? Or a remote woodland
sanctuary where I could pretend I died, just for a little while?“Actually,” she said, “yes, I do.”Our
transaction played itself out in a way that is now familiar—not a lot of talk, the atmosphere thick
with acknowledgment of what was occurring. I was about to meet an utterly foreign entity, a
being with whom I would enter into a partnership.IT BEGAN WITH a solitary trip by the fire
three days later, with a cautious, less-than-three-gram dose. When there’s nothing to lose,
there’s not a lot to worry about. It was easy to trust a mushroom—to trust anything outside
myself and the twisted will that had landed me in this desperate clearing. I placed a small
mound of tobacco at the base of a candle, a common offering I’d been practicing since I was a
teenager, taught to me by herbalists and indigenous ceremonialists. I burned copal and flat
cedar. Lying down on the couch under a wool blanket, I waited.“You need to stop seeing
yourself as a sick person,” the mushrooms said. They spoke to me like this, in fully formed
sentences heard internally, like a memory. “In your female form you are the quintessential
bedridden Victorian lady on retreat.”“Yes, it’s true!” I replied. “I do come from a long line of sick
women. My mother had polio, tuberculosis, cancer, diphtheria, and Graves’ disease. My
grandmother had tuberculosis and a morphine addiction. Sickness is how I locate my
ancestry.”“Oh, I am so very sick!” the mushrooms echoed, mocking me.“You don’t care that I’m
sick?”“We’re just waiting for you to stop pretending to be sick.”“But I actually am kind of
sick.”“Take as long as you like.”I wasn’t sick, the mushrooms said, but the Trader Joe’s frozen
Greek yogurt I’d been eating daily was causing inflammation in my hips. What was going on in
my hips was jacking my neck up and this somatic traffic jam was making me depressed and
lethargic. The damage could be remedied with ginger.“Ginger?”“Yes, ginger. Will you let us
show you?”An intricate, multi-dimensional golden temple with a Moroccan silhouette arose in



front of me. It was vast and bejeweled, with an empty throne at its center. As a lover of
minimalist architecture, I resent having to describe its rococo attributes. I’ll just say it whacked
me with its beauty so thoroughly I was hyperventilating from its splendor. The mushrooms must
like me for such a thing to arise. Maybe I’m good at this, I thought.Personal preferences were
tossed in, like my favorite shade of aqua found only in paint made from Smithsonite and
contrasting garnet reds and lapis blues set side by side, emanating a lovely resonant sound.
And gold, tons and tons of gold, in chunks and flowing strands and the thinnest of threads, gold
forming arches and furniture, walls and handrails, cups and hairbrushes.“This is ginger? This
palace?”“Yes, and it will help you.”“Ground or fresh?”“Fresh is best. Keep it simple.”2DURING
ONE OF the solo trips I embarked on about every two or three weeks, I was lying in the
outside bath; a red Italian contraption from the ’70s I bought off Craigslist. Warm water trickled
into it from a loose tube hooked up to shower. It was infused with Epsom salt, sea salt, ginger,
tourmaline, magnetite, and gunpowder. I’d been bathing in this stuff regularly, thinking it would
help me because I slept next to the enemy and her towering pile of clothes and the electrical
circuit breaker was only inches away from my head and I had just been diagnosed with high-
functioning autism by a psychiatrist in Albuquerque. I swallowed down the last of the
mushrooms Sophia of the cottonwood tree had given me. My girlfriend’s child must’ve been
with her dad. My girlfriend was wherever.I knew how I’d gotten there. Through a series of other
bad choices in partners, the last one being an emotionally avoidant social justice photographer
who worked in war zones, I had come to believe that because I was privileged, my value and
sense of self-worth were based solely on my ability to help others. This wound was in play from
the moment we hooked up. Two weeks later, I hosted a fundraiser so she could pay her rent—
an agreement from which the baby daddy had shifted that had to do with child support. It was a
cartoonish act of heroism meant to be a gesture of courtship. Her dad was very rich and
anything she wanted from Ebook Tops always showed up on the doorstep, yet she always said
she was broke.I had a thing for tattooed punk girls. Maybe because I’m from Santa Barbara, I
didn’t know that misspelled tattoos are always a red flag. (I’d say what the word was, but
honestly, I’m still too afraid of her.) I didn’t know there were people in the world so cruel and
horrible until I read about them on the internet years later, amid her scorched-earth attack,
when I would find myself facing off with her in a courtroom after over a year of no contact,
being falsely accused of robbing her house in order to paint me as “dangerous and violent” and
manipulate the state into giving her a restraining order.I’d stopped writing completely. We had
acquired a second dog and I was transfixed by how she played with Spanky. I ruminated if
artists like Henry Darger and Yayoi Kusama can make an art career out of their obsessions,
perhaps I can do the same with Spanky and the second dog—drawing them, filming them,
writing haiku about their little ways. That could be a life. I was officially a helper girlfriend,
though she didn’t like the word girl, or woman. She called my small room in the back of the
house the “man cave.” She didn’t want me to go out of the house with my hair down. The kid,
when angry, would scream, “You’re just the babysitter!”Amidst my slow death, the mushrooms
came to save me. Mycelium seeks out death. An artist at MIT named Jae Rhim Lee makes
mushroom suits for the dead, actual bodysuits with spores injected into the fabric that
eventually colonize the corpse. A death jacket was not an unfitting metaphor for the current
state of my relationship.They came on while I lay in the bath. The sunshine hit the ginger and
gunpowder in the water, creating tiny black rainbows. I stared up at the dying cottonwood tree.
Pixelated elves on a mission ran along the thin white skin, metallic in the sun. How was it that I
got to see this? Was this vision payback for all the trees I hugged as a child, annoying my
parents on walks, insisting we stop so I could get out of the stroller to embrace them?“Us trees



thrive on sound,” the cottonwood said. “Some sounds we like more than others. We like the
sounds of birds, and the laughter of children, and Willie Nelson on a transistor radio. Not so
much the passing trucks. But the sound of a dying tree is the most exquisite sound of all.”I
listened. I could hear the dry, hollow crackling of wood nearly turned to dust, the subtle echoing
notes tinkling, tiny little winds crushing through fast-opening microscopic crevasses. Every little
sound the dying tree made could not be replicated; it was its very own signature that no other
tree could copy. A dying tree is a symphony heard by all the trees around it. Later, I read that
when a tree dies, the cellular information is downloaded into the mycelium at its roots. In this
way, the soul of the tree lives on.I somehow knew this, that a dying tree exists as a
transmission for all the other trees around it. Don’t move a dying tree until it stops singing. The
Tibetan Book of the Dead advises pretty much the same for human beings, as death has its
stages and spiritual tasks, and it is through being present with the machinations of death’s
liminal zones that the soul is able to transcend.IN THE BEGINNING, my ritual was always the
same. I would wait till the house was quiet or empty, and then I would light a fire, eat the
mushrooms, offer tobacco, and lie under my favorite wool blanket on the couch, waiting. I
burned copal and flat cedar at intervals. During one of my first trips done in this way, I felt
myself getting anxious and unfocused. I intuitively pulled up Nicolás Echevarría’s documentary
about María Sabina on YouTube, Mujer Espíritu, the version without English overdubbing. The
Mazatec are keepers of one of the few living traditions in which mushrooms are used
ceremonially. It made sense to me to pay attention to how they did things.María Sabina was
the great mushroom curandera of Huautla de Jiménez, Mexico. She was known for her sublime
ceremonial chants, otherwise known as veladas. Curandera, a woman who uses folk remedies
to heal.The film’s meandering soundtrack takes its time, with long, casual conversations among
friends and relatives. There’s the clucking of chickens, the shucking of corn, epic fiddle-playing
that serves no purpose toward forwarding the plot whatsoever, and long sequences of María’s
chanting during ceremonies in which participants occasionally threw up. To this day, it’s the
most pleasing recording I’ve ever heard in psychedelic space.“She was not a poet in any
ordinary sense,” editor Jerome Rothenberg characterized her in his 2003 collection of her
work, María Sabina: Selections. She “lived out her life in the Oaxacan mountain village of
Huautla de Jiménez, yet her words, always sung or spoken, have carried far and wide.”
Rothenberg describes her, beautifully, as “seeking cures through language—with the help of
Psilocybe mushrooms, said to be the source of language itself.” He quotes Henry Munn, who
said that María Sabina was a “genius [who] emerge[d] from the soil of the communal, religious-
therapeutic folk poetry of a native Mexican campesino people” and the Mexican poet Homero
Aridjis, who called her “the greatest visionary poet in twentieth century Latin America.”I will not
mention R. Gordon Wasson just yet, nor the impact of Sabina’s legacy. The name María
Sabina is deserving of a pause before such complications are invoked. There is time for all of
that. Right here and now, I’d like to pretend it was the wondrous sound of her name—María
Sabina, the way it rolls off the tongue—that made her a saint among healers and many great
Mazatec poets, not the doings of a colonizing mushroom thief in need of a persona upon which
to anchor his discoveries. For just a moment, I will pretend I do not know that all of Mexico
vilified her as a neo-Malinche figure, a betrayer of Mexican nationalism, the sole monster
mother of a mongrel, mestizo, counter-culture generation. María Sabina, María Sabina, Santo,
Santo, Santo, my saint. I say it out loud still, and proudly.I needed her to be a saint at that time
in my life. With copal, with the tobacco that she called San Pedro, San Pablo, she, clock
woman, woman of dew, book of language woman—from the beginning, she showed me how to
do things properly. Her belonging is natural, yet still a problem, a kind of theft that I can’t undo



alone. They burned your house down, María. You called the mushrooms the little children. You
said the mushrooms stopped working after the white people came. You grieved the loss of
them, you as La Llorona, the one who never stops weeping over her children who are gone. If
there’s anything I can do to change this story, let it be so.I throw down tobacco. I burn copal. I
sing, “Santo Santo Santo, San Pedro, San Pablo,” when I’m high.WHAT I GLEANED from the
documentary held me to a simple ceremonial structure to which I adhered for nearly two years.
Don’t go running around outside. Offer tobacco. Burn copal. Focus on prayer and healing. Let
the mushrooms themselves guide the ceremony. I managed to do a ceremony about every two
or three weeks. They were so helpful in balancing out my moods that even my enemy
approved. I became a person who didn’t need anything.The mushrooms speak to me, but I
don’t hear words like you’d hear from another person talking. It’s as if language arises in my
own body, though it’s nothing I’d come up with on my own. Sometimes I am aware of fully
formed sentences. Other times, whole systems of knowledge present themselves, devoid of
any coherent words at all.The mushrooms told me addiction starts in the feet, for instance. Your
position in the collective has been injured. An old sheepherder set my leg on the ground. I was
a foal, newly born, and my front left leg resisted contact with the earth. He stroked it until I
allowed my hoof to lightly touch down. The earth’s subtle electricity flowed into the ley lines of
my calf, up into my hips and my neck and shoulders, giving them relief from some long-held,
useless question mark.“You are alive now. There.”“Thank you, sir.”I became him, the old man
with the cane. He was not a relative, but a stranger.When I was a little girl, I used to play that I
was an old man with a cane, wandering through the town with a white dog. The image was
very specific, with no variation. At that time in my life, I doodled crosses with hearts and stars in
a very particular way. As an adult, while looking for the perfect cross to draw on the top of my
hands with henna before a performance, I came upon that exact design. It was the veve for
Papa Legba, the Haitian Loa who guards the crossroads. He takes the form of an old man with
a cane and is often accompanied by a white dog.Papa Legba, the one who opens the
roads.The mushrooms said, “Papa who? You just want to take the shape of this old man
because he is slightly crippled.”“But I am kind of crippled.”“Get into that loop as long as you
like. But really?”“Okay, I’m not crippled. I’m just a little bit sick.”“Come as you are. But you’re not
sick, just saying.”“But what am I supposed to do in a healing ceremony if I’m not sick?”I’m now
living in the mushroom’s wordless answer to this question, continually.I learned how to literally
suck the sickness out of my body and spit it out. I was given poses—mouth wide open, tongue
out, eyes rolled all the way up into the skull. This is how one’s own skull becomes that of an
ancestor, ready for purification. Mushrooms showed me the resentments to which I was
clinging and helped me to let them go. Sometimes I couldn’t let them go and I stewed in rage
and self-loathing, observing its contours with equanimity, knowing these hard emotions are a
thing shared by all people. Exploring these realms of discomfort and psychic pain, I built a
storehouse of compassion for myself and all of us pitiful human beings.There were times when
I landed in a gray in-between, kin to a world of cheap plastic figurines and urban street grease,
where random fractal gargoyles of childhood television shows visited only to transmit the
essence of mediocrity itself into my tender consciousness. This never scared me. I figured such
dislocation was one of three things: a psychic detox, bad digestion, or perhaps I really was that
two-dimensional and mediocre, and I had just succeeded at being in denial. Whatever
situations arose, I approached them with a strong work ethic that was often notably absent in
my real life.Unwanted images and language forms—usually pop culture detritus, unwritten
tweets, random shapes, and creepy critters—always dissipated after I gave them proper
acknowledgment, offered some tobacco, and calmly set my attention elsewhere. I attribute the



ability to do this to dosage. I always did roughly three grams. With this dosage, a sense of ego
still remains. You can steer your own ship. Over seven or eight grams, you might become the
actual ship. A very high-dose mushroom trip comes with its own teachings. I’m not uncurious,
but thus far, the mushrooms have not guided me to ingest a dose higher than seven grams.In
his essay, “The Mushrooms of Language,” Henry Munn explains that in the Mazatec worldview,
it is important that a practitioner maintain “an ethical relationship with the real.” I have taken this
as mantra to live by. It’s one that is likely dose-specific. Munn claims the Mazatec did not
experience many hallucinations at all during ceremony, that their experiences were mostly
somatic and linguistic. That is how it was for me, back when I kept it simple.“The little children
are to be eaten in pairs,” María Sabina said. “They are holy and a sacrament. Don’t do them in
the daytime, they make you crazy. Only do them at night.”Okay, sometimes I did them in the
daytime, but I tried to do them only at night. Staying close to this protocol served me well in the
early days. It kept me humble.3THE WALKWE COMMENCED WITH the evening’s event by
picking vermiculite off the slightly bruised fruits. Clement had just arrived from San Francisco.
They are an old friend and creator of an animated stop-motion video about inter-dimensional
deer who weigh the souls of humans who have died, while a panel of mushrooms gathers to
discuss taking over the earth. My friend Brannigan was here after many months of deep
ayahuasca ceremony in New York City. She and I shared a desire for the mushrooms to
eventually show us the ceremonial structure that best suited their medicine, but we aren’t
indigenous people, so it was presumptuous to think that such a structure would look anything
like a traditional peyote or ayahuasca ceremony. Our ancestors, who came before us, long ago,
sat with the same open-hearted desire to do the right thing and were given directions. The old
ways share more similarities than differences, yet I personally had no shame in being allied
with the tribe of stoners that crowd the Erowid experience vaults with tales of jumping into
swimming pools with boots on, making bras out of luncheon meat, or reaching an epiphany
while watching Broad City. While high on something as fantastic as a mushroom, is anything
really secular?I made a point of taking a lower dose, but they came on even stronger than what
I was used to, something about needing to heal from the relationship I had just ended. I
prepared for my usual descent into somatic landscapes of psychodrama and body pain.
Brannigan came in from outside, a beautiful shawl wrapped around her shoulders.“It’s
incredible out there,” Brannigan said. She’d been around the block in that huipil, her feathers in
a box and her holy underground connections. We knew each other because I saw her picture
on a friend’s Facebook page. Taken by her beauty, I invited her over. She’d now been visiting
and staying in the guestroom on and off for a couple years.I got it together enough to step out
in my pajamas and look at the stars. I stood on a spot where the rocks recede and it’s just a flat
expanse of soft, white clay. If you stand there looking southward, two hills slope into an arroyo
right in the center of your sightline, and it’s very vaginal for miles till it drops off into nothing. My
legs filled with blood and lightness. Strung tight and tuned between the dirts and the stars, my
body slammed back into my body. All the loops having to do with my ex disappeared.Clem
suggested we walk and visit each of the directions on the land. I agreed that it was a very good
idea. Brannigan wanted to stay inside by the fire—maybe I was getting on her nerves. Our
friendship was a contract I signed but never read; whatever the hidden agreements, when
Brannigan says to go outside because it’s amazing, you go.I went in my bedroom to get
dressed. I put on my camel hair Pendleton coat and my Stetson fedora hat. I tied a long,
narrow, red silk scarf around my neck and slipped on the silver-toed men’s cowboy boots I’d
bought off eBay, which are brown, pointy, and elaborate in their stitching. I put on my three
rings: a hierarchical family of silver led by a bear ring with two peridot jewels set above its eyes.



My oversize brass Lubbock belt buckle hung low and heavy on my waist.Some people
introduce themselves to nature through song and words and you’d think this would be my way,
but no—it turns out the only time I ever care about fashion is when I am on mushrooms. What I
wear becomes very important. The mushrooms seem to like it when you show up in an
exaggerated, cartoonish shape. In this way I become the protagonist, joined with all the other
weirdo protagonists in the zillion narratives of wonder and danger, un-gendered and without
individual history. Just another dude under the stars.I grabbed my bird wing and a jug of Bugler
tobacco. Clem and I began walking up the hill on the north side of the house. Two dudes we
were, now under stars. Our boots sunk into spongey dirt covered with stones the size of paws.
White quartz and rocks of green and red were occasionally collected into small piles by Airbnb
guests who decided against bringing them back on the plane. Side by side, I felt our sameness
of spirit offset, charged by the dissonance of our shapes. My cheesy, dated, Hunter Thompson-
esque aesthetic of excess moved alongside Clem’s economical, Oliver-Twist-Industrial-Age
newspaper boy. In their tweed cap and buttoned-up shirt, Clem was old-world knowledge to my
quack Texan medicine man, and together we formed an atonal duo that brought to mind the
characters in Don Quixote, the fat, short one and the tall, thin one. David Foster Wallace said
he stole those guys from Don Quixote and inserted them into his novel Infinite Jest, so
timeless and imperturbable they are upon this earth as an engine of truth-telling. A perverted
take on the sacred twin theme, certain awkward arrangements have made the spirits crack up
laughing since the beginning of time and we were that thing of two walking around.“I’m really
happy right now. I can’t remember when I’ve felt this happy. This is incredible. Wow,” Clem
said.I felt the same way, even though nothing hugely dramatic was happening. We stood up at
the circle of stones, the highest point on the land where you can see the horizon in all
directions, the glow of lights from Santa Fe in the north and Rio Rancho in the south.
Homestead lights sparkled in the nearby hills. Lights from cars moved in snaky ways down dirt
roads, as if floating in air before blinking into nothingness. For so many years, these lights fed
into my fears of UFOs and unexplainable orbs, until over time I figured out they were just car
lights on a distant hillside.Over twenty-five years ago, I sat in this place for weeks, waiting for
the cement contractors. My ancient cell phone rested next to me, the size of a concrete block.
Back then, every call cost a fortune, and there was no internet. I explained all this to Clem, who
was taking everything in.“Throw some tobacco on that rock, okay?” I said.“There?”“Yeah, just
put some tobacco on it.”“Like that?”“Yes, perfect. Maybe we should go to the bus. I don’t
know.”Clem had been working in a scrapyard-salvaged, anti-hippie, minimalist-aesthetic,
masochistic-writer bus for days, working on an outline for their lemur project. This 1950s school
bus had been full of rat droppings when I bought it. I had it towed out to the property on a flat
bed and cleaned it out myself, digging through the shit with a mask on. Inside, I’d found a pair
of high heels, some vodka bottles, a few Playboy magazines, a stone pipe, baby pictures, and
a pair of H&H riding boots—detritus of a life destroyed by substances, namely alcohol. I
cleaned the death out of that bus, the tragic wrong-thinking of a fringe generational
demographic. I turned it Donald Judd, aesthetically, and installed a wood stove and a futon
bed.The view out of the windows to the Ortiz mountains is sublime. Everyone who comes to
visit loves working there. Nothing like a clear, clean container in a wide-open space to organize
your thoughts.“I’ll go wherever,” Clem said.“You’ve kind of taken care of the bus, though, with all
the work you’ve done there. We should go over to the east. There’s this thing there. This thing
that’s—it’s the reason I bought this land. Kip called it the amphitheater. He said, ‘You have to
see this place because there’s an amphitheater on it.’ You okay to go?”“Sure. I’ll follow you
wherever you take me. I’m just so happy right now.”Clem was visibly bubbling over with joy. I



wondered whether I would have recognized how rare a time we were having if I were alone. I
saw that Clem had stepped into a real clearing, and I was in it with them. It was a space
defined by what had been removed from it, those things being our useless thoughts. Trees, our
feet in the dirt, the stars above us…it all existed in a soup of resonance stripped of the human
language that surrounds such things, hence, everything was simply way more itself.It’s
amazing, all the crap you can lay on a juniper tree at night—everything from Isn’t that juniper
tree pretty to That juniper tree is giving me allergies. That juniper tree is a crystal hieroglyphic.
That juniper tree is Lisa Bonet. That juniper tree is next to another, smaller juniper tree. All that
was gone now.“Hello,” one of us said.Hello is the happiest word in the English language.Our
walk to the east is remembered more as a teleportation. We arrived at the amphitheater. A
precarious descent down a cliff situated us in a sandy area where water tends to pool during
heavy storms. I’ve taken mud baths there. I told Clem about the time I greeted the gravel
delivery guy in my underwear, covered in mud, and he called me for weeks after, offering me
deals on truckloads. The whole area is held in and contained by clay rock formations that have
a distinctively fleshy way about them, compared to other rocks that are around. I mean, yes, I
was seeing babies and old ones in the rocks, but it had been that way for a long time, even
when visiting the place in a sober state.This time, I noticed something new. I saw that the area
was sunken deep enough into the earth that it was the only place around where you couldn’t
see the horizon in any direction.“This place disappears the horizon!” I said. “That’s why it’s so
amazing! It becomes anywhere, like fiction! I want to know what can happen here. What am I
supposed to do? What are the customs of this place?”Clem was more pragmatic, seeing the
amphitheater as a possible place to film the live action sequences in their lemur film. We
continued down the arroyo through a barbed wire fence that Clem had to navigate carefully,
being that real lines of barbed wire were indecipherable from the hallucinated ones, giving
them the sensation that they were walking through the fence miraculously.Now, on land that
wasn’t my property, I noticed a slight change in the texture of things towards increased
softness, humor, and delightfulness. I saw ownership of land as a web of thought forms that
affect the land vibrationally. On not my land, the stars all had red lines connecting them to each
other, creating a complex geometrical web. Real stars birthed phantom stars that fell out of
them like delicate fireworks. Clem and I were seeing the same thing in the distance, the way
the phantom stars dropped down into distances and into specific trees as if blessing them, as if
saying, I’m touching you, I’m tagging you and you are part of us now, this spectacular tangle.“Is
that hill in the direction of the house?” Clem said, pointing back the other way.“Oh. Yes,” I said.
“That’s the arrogant, slightly narcissistic promontory that thinks it’s all that. It’s where we stand
with our coffee looking out. It’s where Elaine Amora buried her cat. I mean, I shouldn’t talk that
way about that hill, but it’s just kind of that way.”Up on that hill looking out, suddenly we were.
We watched the stars with the lines connecting them to each other, the stars that fell out of the
stars and the dance they did around the trees and all the other things seen and unseen. I
named the animals that I knew lived in this place—rabbits, mice, snakes, rats, bobcats,
transient chipmunks, the occasional deer—feeling that the words naming those things
accelerated the intelligence of the engine that was the web of stars. I told the story about when
my dad got drunk and threw lettuce all around outside the house for the rabbits and the lettuce
was gone in a day.“It’s not just over there,” Clem said, nodding to where the stars were being
the most flashiest.“I know. But I don’t need to think about that right now. I am going to just think
that it’s over there. Do you really think those lines are touching us, too?”“It’s all around us right
now. You know that, right?”“I know,” I said. We were quiet for a very long time after that.This
experience became known as “The Walk.” Every psychedelic writer claims their moment.



Terence McKenna has his UFO in La Chorrera. Clem and I have “The Walk,” where we as the
archetypal, atonal, comedic duo, walked around in the night, understanding what it meant to be
in “right relationship.” It was really that simple. It wasn’t an epiphany. Epiphanies are narratives
building up into an ecstasy of vertical structure, a kind of lift-off into a realm of interconnectivity
with other similar vertical structures built by human brains that may or may not be in present
time. Our walk was lateral, a meandering. I know it has something to do with what makes music
beautiful, in the way music stretches out time and takes you right alongside it until patterns
conjure up a tangible relationship with origins. When people say you either have it or you don’t,
The Walk’s got something to do with the “it” part. It’s the space of becoming before a shape has
been taken, crystalized, and then it’s all over.4MUSHROOMS REPRODUCE asexually through
the release of microscopic spores. They travel in the air and on the backs of birds and beasts.
They can lodge in the straw hat of a farmer or the T-shirt of a tourist boarding a plane. It is said
mushroom spores exist in space. They are programed to reach for the farthest yonder. They
want to be everywhere. The largest living thing on earth is a honey fungus in Oregon whose
mycelial network reaches almost two and a half miles. Other kinds of mushrooms mitigate bee
colony collapse, break down hydrocarbons in oil spills and filter E. coli out of water. A speaker
from the Radical Mycologists, a punk/anarchist collective on a mission to restore balance on
earth through mushrooms, have said that “researchers have only touched the surface of what
they can do.”In terms of hitching a ride to yonder, the mushrooms often employ mobility-
obsessed humans, but landing on a straw hat or a T-shirt can be labor-intensive. Human
bodies are unclean. It’s much more fruitful for the spores to embed themselves in our minds.
Through culture and human relationships, the mushrooms get us to do their bidding. As
ethnobotanist Kathleen Harrison put it in the journal MAPS: “Be careful, I must warn you, watch
your step! The plants and fungi have been known to hijack humans! Many of us! Of course,
those who’ve been hijacked have been pretty darn happy about it, so there’s that. But so many
people have turned towards plants, towards growing things, from what they thought was their
career, it’s laughable.”It has been said that ancient theater emerged from the practice of
entheogen use. I don’t doubt that. The mushrooms weave themselves through our souls,
employing the archetypal stories that lay dormant in our psyches. They were Terence
McKenna’s Close Encounters of the Third Kind and, Timothy Leary’s Last Temptation of Christ;
they are my When Harry Met Sally. The narrative arc of my mushroom journey is a romantic
comedy—the disastrous first meeting resulting in the protagonist regarding the love interest
(the mushrooms) as an uncouth and unwelcome invader. Through a series of conflicts that tear
down the protagonist’s ego structure, she becomes humble enough to admit she needs the
love interest. The love interest performs many heroic acts with little success, then after one
final climactic ordeal in which both parties nearly lose everything, the protagonist, me, realizes
this wild monkey show was true love all along.AFTER MY FIRST mushroom experience at age
fifteen—beautiful, but linked forever with expulsion from my youth outreach program—I waited
until I was in my mid-twenties and living in New Mexico to do them for the second time. I had
befriended a couple at an art gallery reception. She was grieving a recent abortion, and he was
having a hard time finding a job and an apartment. I didn’t know them very well, but their
struggles created an intimacy between us that otherwise would not have been there. In
agreeing to take the mushrooms he brought to my house, I was indicating symbolically that we
were friends and I trusted them. Many of us arrive to psychedelics through this social contract.I
wandered off by myself down the arroyo for most of the trip and found a rattlesnake skin lodged
between two boulders. Trees and plants revealed their interdependence to me. Patches of
various types of grasses said, Hey, this is where we hang out, next to those guys over there,



who you don’t know the names of. Insects and birds move in between the space of us. Coyotes
move our seeds around. We enjoy each other’s company quite a lot, talk all day, send thank
you notes. It’s a very smart situation.My body felt like what a body is for. I recall making a
mental note that this was a better way to be in the world and I must not forget to come back to
mushroom-land more often.This trip cemented a belief I still carry—that a mushroom trip can
accelerate the karma that exists between people. In the days following, I became less able to
attend to my friendship with the couple. Maybe he had hoped for something sexual between
us, which was fine, but their troubles were not mine to fix. I clumsily backed away. I placed this
trip and my promise to return in a compartment in my psyche, that special place you put that
very important object you don’t want to lose but secretly totally want to lose, because you don’t
know how to deal with it.The third mushroom trip was three years later. I took them with a
girlfriend and walked down the same arroyo. The rocks told me the jacket I bought at the mall
with the fake NASCAR patches was offensive to all of nature. While this was good advice, it
was not a teaching that left me hijacked. Not even close.Psychedelic bliss without a meaning
and a context I could use in the real world left me confused. Experiencing something so
powerful in the privacy of my own psyche felt lonely. I needed much more than a few friends
willing to take drugs with me. If I was to truly to become hijacked, the mushrooms would need
to send an ambassador.LIKE THE B+ spores that would seed my mushroom harvests, Sevine
came from the internet, from a circle of women writers with blogs, all of us forming a telepathic
coven for a magical yet unsustainable window of time. It was 2010, before it became
dangerous to write about anything personal online. We dreamed of raccoons and owls
together, fractured and rebuilt ourselves in harmony under the various moons and transits of
Venus. It was nothing less than group telepathy, and it was a kind of love.Other than a few
emails cementing our plans, Sevine and I had previously only communicated in the comments
section of our blogs. We hadn’t even spoken on the phone. Waiting for her at the airport, I was
gripped with a fear of the unknown, not unlike how it feels when the mushrooms are about to
come on. The revolving door spat her out, and on first sight—in her high heels and tight shorts,
her wild, curly hair, her gigantic reading glasses and particular way of walking, as if possessed
by a mermaid—I was scared. Eight years later, Sevine confessed she was scared, too.Her first
night in my house, she dreamed about plutonium. In an effort to be a good host, I arranged a
thematic day trip to Los Alamos, home of the atomic bomb. At the nuclear museum, we saw
replicas of Fat Man and Little Boy, the bombs that detonated over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We
picked up a heavy square object that was meant to indicate the weight of plutonium.Back in the
car, I turned on the radio. The voice on the news announced that a tsunami had disabled the
emergency generators at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Massive amounts of
nuclear material were being released into the water and air. On impulse, we drove for three
hours to Truth or Consequences, only to get out of the car, smell the air, and drive home as the
legendary Roots music show, Home of Happy Feet, threw down the song-lines of our shared
country. We circled around in our conversations on roads and under the stars, evoking an
alchemy of salts, dirt, tourmalines, meats, silvers and golds, wolves, ravens, bats, patrons and
curators, and silk roads. We weaved ourselves into a relationship with the principal essence of
things. Especially then, we believed in showing up to a situation with our bodies, in the street,
in public, to make change—but what do you do in a situation like Fukushima? What are we
supposed to do when we see?
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Ebook Tops Reader, “A MF ODYSSEY. FINALLY, a book for holy outlaws that's worthy of the
psychedelic label. I'm done talking about white boys in lab coats, I want to commune with the
dead in a Juniper tree with a vom-covered Bett – my kind of transcendental priest.This is a
book that has led me into rowdy arguments with friends. It has been discussed as I smoke
weed in the woods with the elders. It has taught me a lot about respect and reverence and the
good kind of rules. It looks outside itself and back into the mouth of the ancient ones, and it is a
worthy translation. A wild sermon. Highly recommend.”

Mitch Smith., “Bett thrives in space.. Bett Williams is a true warrior, a shooting star across a
drab backdrop, lighting up this landscape with her words and visions and power. She transport
and cuddles, but never coddles. Bad assery is her calling card.”

mark barden, “Beautifully written, funny, jagged. Perfect antidote the medicalization movement
leading us back in the direction of a more home grown, authentic and personal mysticism.
Respectful, quirky, weird, passionate and most likely right.”

Octavio Vega, “One of the best books on psilocybin I've read!. Engrossing, informative and fun!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “YES. You'll get it on the recommendation of a friend, read it twice, and
then you'll get it for everyone you know. Memoir meets gonzo journalism meets cultural



critique.”

Mackenzie Cherry, “Another go-to mushroom companion. Charming, heartwarming, hysterical,
tear jerking.. Will be the new must-have for any psychonaut’s collection!!”

Alexander the Corrector, “a real writer, and a real psychonaut. Williams' bricolage approach to
her mushroom journey is deeply informed by Mazatec and other indigenous practices, but it's
uniquely her own, and inseparable from the rest of her life in all its messiness and unexpected
epiphanies. She's a wonderful writer - brave, thoughtful, playful and elegant - and her vividly
populated world is rich in the female and non-white perspectives that so many psychedelic
memoirs lack. A bracing corrective to the current colonisation of psychedelic space by gurus,
corporations and neuroscientists alike.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A psychedelic queer memoir page turner. I found this book very
entertaining. I appreciated the queer perspective on psychedelics. It reflects on important
topics including decolonization, racism, and what it means to be a good ally in service of
sacred mushrooms. It also talks about ritualisation and inculturation of the mushrooms by non-
Indigenous people. As a memoir, it has moments of humour and levity, heartfelt lows, and drips
of authenticity throughout. I recommend giving it a read.”
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